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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Model cars
A collection of thirteen models of MG
cars – 8 MGB Tourers, 2 MGB BT’s and
3 MG-TC’s Each of the cars are / is in
the original packaging and therefore they
are all in mint condition.
I purchased these models at the time
that I was a member of the MG Car Club
and owned two MG’B’s – a tourer and a
GT. I would like to offer my collection for
sale to any interested person. I would
prefer to sell the collection as a whole
package.
Contact Andre Wilson – Kapunda
E mail. panda.wil@bigpond.com
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MGF 1998 Green First Reg 10/98
Price
$7800
Mileage
122576
Transmission Manual 5 speed
Reg No.
S868ADM
Description Near new tyres, Canvas
roof, original 4 CD stacker radio
Contact. Dean Baker
Mobile 0401465948
Email wizard05@bigpond.com.au

T-Type Parts for sale
TC: Petrol tank, Front guards, Rear
right guard, Foot ramp, Spare wheel
bracket, Hand-brake lever/mechanism,
Brake parts, Electrical parts, Engine
parts. TD/TF/Y: Engine parts, gearbox
parts, Differential crown-wheel/pinion
sets with carriers and spider gears
(4.875 and 5.125 ratios). Many other
bits and pieces, odds and ends (mainly
TC) but too many to list here. POA.
Phone Bob Schapel 0409 282 181.
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MGB 1964 Ferrari Red. Full Resto.
New black interior, new hood, 5 new
chrome wire wheels/tyres, synchro gear
box, motor recon c/- with unleaded head,
front end all bone, large aluminium radiator, oil cooler,, all chrome very good,
nothing to spend, drives like new, new
carpets in boot incl. Spare. New stainless
exhaust, sounds great.
Price: $29,500,00 ono
Contact: Dom 0412 679 811
E: dtall355@gmail.com

Workshop Manuals
2 x MGB Leyland
Manuals, Mk1,Mk2
& GT. Excellent cond.
$50ea.
Range Rover Repair
Manual 1970-1985
Excellent cond
$50
Ph: David, 0407 150 100
E: dwicks49@bigpond.com
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The articles printed in this publication do
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T Register meeting at Stepney
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MG Car Club of South Australia - Committee Appointments 2021/2022
HONORARY POSITIONS
PATRON
Ed Ordynski

IMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Adrian Ward

AUDITOR
Graham Tull

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

Tim Edmonds Mob. 0419 804 645 E: president@mgccsa.org.au

VICE PRESIDENT

Neil Williams Mob: 0419 308 397

SECRETARY

Berry Treffers Mob: 0434 485 331 E: secretary@mgccsa.org.au

ASST. SECRETARY

Bev Waters

TREASURER

Alan Cardnell Ph: 8264 9168

E: treasurer@mgccsa.org.au

MAGAZINE EDITOR

Laurie Houghton . Ph: 8356 9953

E: editor@mgccsa.org.au

MOTORSPORT SEC.

Jason Edwards. Ph: 0424410648

ASST. M/SPORT SEC. Bev Waters

Mob: 0402 262 156

Mob: 0402 262 156

E: nwmgf02@gmail.com

E: bev.waters@bigpond.com

E: bev.waters@bigpond.com

Ken Burke .Ph 83829821 m: 0488541646 E:registers@mgccsa.org.au

GENERAL COMMITTEE
Peter Auld

Ph: 0418 848 400 pjauld@bigpond.com

Tim Johnson

Ph: 0400 136 631 timj0400@gmail.com

Steve Bowra

Ph: 0417 829 864

E: shbowra@bigpond.com

REGISTER CO-ORDINATORS
MGA/MAGNETTE

Sandra Cardnell ..Phone: 8264 9168 il..cardnellis@bigpond.com

MGB

Nick Phillips Email: MG-B@bigpond.com
Ph: 0415 681 406

MGF,& Moderns

Haydn Reynolds 0418802410,
Email : hreynolds@internode.on.net .

MGC

Ian Hobbs PO Box 625 MYLOR SA 5153’ Ph: 8388 5600
Email: mgc@picknowl.com.au Mob: 0417 877 127

FWD,MIDGET

Anthony Pearson Phone: 8278 4393

T & PRE-WAR

John Bray Ph. 8278 5133 Mob. 0403 043 434.
Email. john.bray@walterbrooke.com.au
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MGZT MAG WHEELS & TYRES
Five (5) 18” charcoal black factory mag
wheels.
Four (4) fitted with Maxxis 225/45ZR18
tyres with 75% tread remaining. One
wheel only All in excellent condition
Price: $825 ONO
Ph: Allan 0438 006 406\Email: allanfinnie6@gmail.com

E: jasongedwards@hotmail,com

SOCIAL SECRETARY
SEC. OF REGISTERS

MG Midget Stop/Tail Lights, Two
brand new Lucas originals, boxed
PN. 53178L48812vB1161
Price: $190.00
Also other old car parts, not MG ie;
Motor Radi Meter (old Ford) and green
top car display aerial etc;
Contact Suzanne Bolland
M: 0497 063 418
E: readyboll7@gmail.com

In very good condition, 2 ton Engine
lifter, 680kg engine leveller and 680kg
stand
$250
Contact Tim Johnson 0400136631
FORD TERRITOTY AWD TS
Reg XCI 202. All usual luxuries for this
model. Electric brakes for trailer.
Excellent tow vehicle for MG on trailer
Silver Grey . One .owner Ex Cond.
Bargain $6250 ono
Contact Reg on 0451 471 764
Will sms pics.
Reply breginald@bigpond.com
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TRADE DIRECTORY

TWO TIMS
SHIRAZ
2016 MCLAREN VALE
Rated 94 points
Leath Hunt: 0412 646 931
www.twotims.com.au

Leath Hunt is offering their
2016 SHIRAZ
To Club members for
$120.00a case (12) as a Xmas special
Delivered free into the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
Logon to their website for reviews etc;
www.twotims.com.au
Email: lhunt43@live.com.au
M: 0412 646 931
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COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS
LIBRARY

Stephen Marlow . Mob 0409 600 557

PARADES & DISPLAYS

Dick Manning

BREAKFAST RUNS

Steven Spong Ph: 8370 8913 . John Roach 0430 400 181

REGALIA

Barry Spencer 0417500369 E: barrie.spencer@bigpond.com

CLUB
REGISTRATION

Geoffrey Goode . Ph: 82673740, geoffgoode@internode.on.net
Arthur Ruediger M: 0417843164 Email: ruediger@adam.com.au

CAMS DELEGATE

Murray Stephenson 0419 565 970 E: stephenson@esc.net.au

WEBMASTER

Mark Abraham
Mob. 0417414363

BAR MANAGER

Berry Treffers M: 0434 485 331 E:berrytreffers@gmail.com

MAINTENANCE Officer

Sandra Cardnell 82649168 E: cardnellis@bigpond.com

F H M DELEGATE

Geoffrey Goode

MID WEEK LUNCH RUNS

Graham Loader,
Roger Polkinghorne, 0416151295
Garry Chapman 0423488039 Mike Greenwood 0412 701 850
Leigh Richter 8339 3918

Mob: 0412 818 019.

webmaster.mgccsa@gmail.com

Ref Historic Registration

NOTE TO ALL CONTRIBUTORS, AND ANYONE ELSE WISHING TO CONTACT THE FOLLOWING COMMITTEE MEMBERS BY EMAIL ARE ADVISED
OF THE NEW EMAIL ADDRESSES FOR 5 OFTHESE
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
PRESIDENT
TREASURER
REGISTERS
SECRETARY
EDITOR

president@mgccsa.org.au
treasurer@mgccsa.org.au
registers@mgccsa.org.au
secretary@mgccsa.org.au
editor@mgccsa.org.au
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2021 Calendar Dates. Confirmed. As at 18/5/21

ADVERTISING INDEX

MAGAZINE
CONTRIBUTIONS

Shannons Insurance Agents
......................... Inside Front Cover

Submissions for the magazine
Close on the
10th day of each month
For inclusion in the next issue.
Photos should include owner of the
photos name and address as well as
details of subject/s.
Articles can be forwarded to

Frontline Developments
......................... Inside Back Cover
Hamilton MG………….Back Cover
Sports Parts Sydney…...……….7
MG Adelaide Workshops……. ..13
Newspot Motors MG…………….20



Trade Directory……………… . 38
Classified Advertisements……...39

Laurie Houghton - Editor
18 Farman Avenue
Hendon SA 5014
by E-mail to
editor@mgccsa.org.au
Ph: 8356 9953, leave messages

Note to Contributors
Articles, etc submitted by e-mail
must be as an “attachment”
Word document, Arial 10, Justified, NOT formatted or tabbed,
photos should also be
“attached”, not reduced in file
size ie; low res. Please avoid
sending pdf files.
Classified Advertisements
can be submitted as for articles or
phoned through if they are short.
Classifieds are free for members.
Non-members fee is $20.00 per
ad per issue.
Adverts are normally only valid
for one issue
It’s your responsibility to notify
the editor if you wish to repeat
your ad in subsequent issues.
Note. Cars for sale must have
rego. number or engine number
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Note: Items Bold /Red are amendments

June.
3rd T and Pre War Register Meeting.
8th Monthly Meeting at Clubrooms.
13th MSCA Vic sprint. The Bend International Circuit.
19th Historic Registrations at Clubrooms from 10 Am
20th Multi Club Hillclimb Round 2. Collingrove.
17th Mid Week Lunch Run
27th MSCA Supersprint Round 2 at Mallala.
27th Brekky Run to Davenport Square, Macclesfield.

July.
1st T and Pre War Register meeting.
11th SA Motorkhana Round 3 at Mallala skidpan.
13th Monthly meeting at Clubrooms.
15th Mid Week Lunch Run
17th Historic Registration at Clubrooms from 1000hrs.
18th Multi Club Hillclimb Round 3 at Collingrove.
24th A and Magnette Register. Christmas in July at Clubrooms.
25th Brekky Run to Bungala Park at Normanville.
August.
5th T and Pre War Register Hotel Dinner.
10th Monthly Meeting at Clubrooms.
14th Come N Try Hillclimb at Collingrove.
15th Multi Club Hillclimb at Collingrove.
21st Historic Registrations at Clubrooms from 1000hrs.
29th Brekky Run to Laratinga Wetlands at Mt Barker.
29th MSCA Supersprint Round 3 at The Bend- East circuit.
29th SCC Winter Cup Hillclimb.Rnd 4 Collingrove
September
2nd T and Pre War Register Meeting.
10th to 12th SA Hillclimb Championships
12th SA Motorkhana Round 4 at Mallala skid pan.
14th Monthly Meeting at Clubrooms.
16th A and Magnette Register Meeting. At Houghton.
18th Historic Registrations at Clubrooms from 1000hrs.
26th Bay to Birdwood.
Further Monthly meetings - July 13th, August 10th, September 14th,
October 12th, November 9th December 14th , Covid 19 and restrictions
will still apply with 90 attendees.
37
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PHOTOS FROM THE
BRITISH CLASSIC
TOUR EVENT AT
VICTOR HARBOUR.

Editorial
From ..Laurie Houghton
Editor

F

May 2nd 2021
Graham Loader won the
prize for the best family car
with his MGY sedan

MGCC Clubrooms
Monthly General Meetings
Held at 8.00 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month at the Clubrooms. All those who
are interested in MGs are welcome.
“Noggin’ & Natter”
Every Friday night at the Clubrooms. Time:
7.30 pm - ~ 10.00 pm. All welcome for a
chat and a drink. Licensed premises.
Tea and coffee available.
Register Meetings
“T” Reg. First Thursday of each month.
Time: 7.00 for 7.30 pm.start. Venues as
advertised in Register Report. Everyone
welcome - even if you don’t own a Register
vehicle.
MGF Reg. Bi-monthly Second Thursday
of the month at the clubrooms 7.30pm
MGA/Magnette Reg Bi-monthly on the
third Thursday of the month, starts Jan in
odd numbered months, 7.00 pm for 7.30

irstly, apologies for the wrong date
on last months May issue, a number of members picked up the mistake,
just goes to show every bit of the magazine gets read.
Another 40 pages this month, with Bob
Schapels article an interesting step
back in time , and Nick Phillips aim to
run his yellow MGB at the salt flats
speed trials, what most don’t know is
the Nick took this car to the UK some
years ago and raced it in the UK and
some of the major circuits on the continent, driving the car to these events,
(not trailering)
Our cover features the T Register report held at Stepney, once again a top
story and event.
Bob Bazzica took their MGHS into
Hamiltons MG for its service and reports the Electric MG is close to being
released, read a little item on page 6.
I have an interesting article next month
about Whitworth spanners from a member.

Know Your MG Meetings
Third Tuesday of each month. Time: 7.00
for 7.30 pm. Start. Venues as
advertised.Everyone welcome.
Breakfast Runs
Now Meet at Veale Gardens, CBD South
Tce. For 9.00am starts. BYO everything for
breakfast. See Calendar for dates etc;
Mid Week Lunch Runs
Second Thursday in the month.
See the calendar
Motorsport Events
See Motorsport Report.
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And don’t forget, please
support our sponsors
whenever possible
and be sure to let them
know you are an MG
Car Club member
Printed by Kwik Kopy Unley. Shop 7A
453 Fullarton Road Highgate SA 5063
Ph: 8271 7422 A National Meeting
sponsor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
From Tim Edmonds

H

i All
I hope you are all well. Life is getting back to covid normal with the clubrooms at 75% capacity at that means we
can now have 90 members and friends
at a meeting, no more advising us that
you are coming, but still cleaning all surfaces after use.
In 2023 it is our turn to organise the MG
National Meeting, with this we need a
small committee to run the event if you
would like to help send me an email, at
this time the event will be cantered in Mt
Gambier. The committee will need
someone to look after social, registra-

tion, competition, concours,
observation
runs and the money.
The details for the 2022 National Meeting in Lake Macquarie were in last
months magazine.
Short and sweet this month next month
a bit longer I need to do less work

WELL I NEVER
Bob and Shelley Bazzica recently returned from a trip up to Queensland in
their MGHS and was heard to admit
that what he had affectionately referred
to as their Chinese piece of s**t had
to be the best car he had ever driven,
and here is a guy who has driven a lot
of different cars during his lifetime.
This has to be some recommendation
coming from our one and only Bazz
If you get the chance have a chat to
him on this matter.

NEW MEMBERS
The MG Car Club of South Australia
extend a warm welcome to the following new members who joined in the
May period
We look forward to meeting you at club
meetings and events.

I never thought I would hear this.

Carolyn Matthews
Steve Grist

Laurie Houghton ... Editor
MGTD

Covid -19 Notice
The ‘Covid QR Code’ is now displayed at the clubrooms, however members are still asked to sign the
Club attendance book for club records, as this is
used for calculating the Annual Awards.
Sample only

6
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TC and it turns out that Ron’s wife was
the daughter of the man who owned the
very original TC that Martin Barratt has
purchased. This I believe is the Wibley
TC that was used as a study of originality by many and has very low mileage to
this day. Anyway the boys drove the old
boy to Strathalbyn and back to Hahndorf
where they were feted at the Haus in
the main street, fed watered and sent on
their way with an abundance of Beerenberg products (gold) as gifts of gratitude. Must be a few 90 year olds around
that we can solicit for thrill seeking rides
in comfy TC’s, Thane Martin is ringing
the nursing homes now.
The Clipper Ship visit. Following the
meeting at Dock 2 , Shed 13 , City of
Adelaide Clipper Ship in April, the Pearson’s undertook a daylight tour of the
ship and were very impressed as Anthony said to the meeting. Ulterior motive probably on his part looking for
signs of ancestory down in the hold, sad
to say it was not a prison ship after all.
Back to my little mate Artfur, his old
boss Creah O’Connor (1955) is the current chairman of the COA Clipper Ship
Board. Maybe a free tour and some
scones is in order mate, I will put in a
good word.
Kevin Mills YT. We received an email
from Kevin who has had indifferent
health and not attended register meetings. I know he misses us and he is
hopeful of continuing the restoration
work and bobbing up at a meeting
again. He sent photos of the rear of the
car and it looks quite stunning in red
paintwork. I know that a considerable
amount of work was done on the body
and more is to be done up front. Good
luck with it Kevin, yes we miss you too.
MG Pre-war and TYme Event 2021
Canberra October 2021
For prewar, triple M & T Types , gaining
momentum, several going over driving
in convoy. I can email out more informa34
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tion soon. Route there and back has
been established, principally bakery
stops and caravan/motel stops along
the way. Thane Martin is tour director
route planner. Buckley & Mozza food
and wine scrutineers. The NA is going
over as well.
That is about all folks, it was a great fun
night as usual even the Bazzica’s enjoyed it, a flat run for Bob who hates
anything that has an incline of slight
undulations outside the CBD.
Next meeting has not been determined
but you will probably know by the time
the magazine is out in the newsagents.
Safety farts, John Bray , Boss of the
Register 21

Glasson blower and extractors
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MGC NEWS
from Ian Hobbs, MGC Register Co-ordinator, June 2021

Jim McCrickard’s MGC and Ian Hobbs’ MGTC
The Automnal Run
his year’s Automnal Bar run was an
intimate affair with just two of us
and only one MGC.

Jim’s case) and a good chat. So we
turned left onto Greenhill Road and just
kept on going up into the Adelaide Hills
to a popular café called the ‘Uraidla Republic’. It’s a colourful place with antique chairs hanging from the ceiling, an
old bike hangs on the wall and kitchen
scales from a bygone era are stacked in
a corner from countertop to ceiling. It’s
very funky and echoes the Uraidla Hotel
next door, (that’s probably ‘cos they are
both owned by the same person).

T

There were several apologies including
ones from Ron and Robin, but Gentleman Jim arrived in his red roadster.
Unfortunately, my red GT suddenly developed a rather loud knock in the rear
suspension several weeks prior to the
run and after an investigation I discovered a shackle bush had decided to go
for a walk. The result of course was bits
of rear suspension scattered across my
garage floor, more on that later.

June 2021
tor Harbor, Peter is justly satisfied with
the result, stunning!
Cannot be long before the supercharger
is commissioned on the front and
ceases to be ornamental. Ray Finch’s
work on the engine side panels is another piece of excellent work.
The Hicks racing TC , # 23 Red Another splendid machine, blower , extractors and full racing trim. If you play the
casino roulette, 23 red is a good bet. I
know that Lindsay and Alex were looking for the opportunity to trailer the car
to a register meeting and not only let us
see it but to hear it as well.
Not to be out done, the NA fired up to
show off the new exhaust system as
well, duelling banjos, not really, duelling
MG racers for sure.
General business. I have got to say
that I let the meeting run on a bit longer
than I thought due to the fact that I had
to repeat the pizza order about six times
to the St Peters Dominos , however
much conversation ensued and we all
appeared a bit stuffed by the time business was called on. Bob Schapel reported that Don Carbone has many TF
parts to sell. Russ Gath reported on a
MG SA for sale , $52K he says, Don
Walker showed no interest after quitting
the one he had. ACPearson.com advised that Ken
Pace has his red TC, originally
from India, the one rescued
from a rubbish tip in Calcutta,
is for sale.
Act of kindness turns to
gold. Artfur reported on his
and Buckley’s generosity in the
Tc’s. The club asked for a
chauffeured drive for 90 year
old Ron Paton in a TC to celebrate his pending birthday.
Would you believe that when
little Arty started work at
O’Conners in 1955, Ron Paton
was a tradesman with a red

which I understand has crowded out
Trev’s MG’s somewhat with the move
from Belair. Trevor you need to take a
leaf out of the Vicar’s book and remove
the unwanted bits.
Gordon Brice has returned to us after
an extended stint of volunteering in the
hills mending fences after the bushfires,
a wonderful thing to do, Geoff Glasson
is excited to see Gordon back, says his
shed at Mt Torrens is full of interesting
things needing to be seen.
David Kemp, good to see again, Goldy
from Murray Bridge present but sparing
us the show n tell mystery bits from his
papa’s garage. Hughy “headache” Griffiths all good , has made it two in a row.
Terry Wright looks a lot better especially
with the big lens hanging off his neck
like a professional , well actually he is
Camms accredited which is good for us.
Hey, Adrian Ward, past president turned
up, good to see him again.
The NA legend. How lucky are we to
have the Vicar and his timeless machine in our fold which is a source of
constant wonderment and inspiration,
the envy of many. The new exhaust
system , extractors and fish tail tail pipe
is an excellent appendage in original
racing style. Made up by a fellow at Vic-

Once we arrived and found parks out
the front, we went inside and join the
short queue to order the necessaries.
We settled in outside where it was a bit
quieter and started our very important
discussions.

So, what could I do but add a ‘T’ to
MGC and take my MGTC out for the
afternoon. It’s interesting to note that
the two MGs, the C and the TC, are 20year difference in age. We decided a
cup of coffee was needed and of course
coffee is never drunk alone but always
included with some cake (or a pie in

An MGC topic of interest at the moment
is North American air filters and Jim
bought along a couple of his stock and
we compared notes. It was interesting
to observe the sealing ring is a lot larger
8
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Prewar & T Register Report
From..John Bray, with photos by D McNabb & T Wright

The warehouse of wonderful
cars.
6 May 2021
ike kids into Willy Wonka’s factory
the members were treated to the
delicious sights of exotic cars , wrapped
but not chocolate, although enticing to
say the least.
This is not to suggest that Peter Cundy
is an eccentric like Willy Wonka, but his
garage type warehouse is a fantastic
world, albeit that Peter’s corner houses
his three mighty MG’s and provides the
ambience of the past against the might
of the moderns.
Thankyou Peter for hosting us so adequately at Stepney on a fine night that
saw 20 register vehicles aligned in style
within the confines of your premises.
I had plenty of acceptances for the meeting and scarcely exceeded the Convid
quota of 50.

L
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The Alma. Just a few steps to the right,
what a way to kick start the night. Several including the editor Laurie managed
a meal and a few frothies before the
meeting at the Alma Hotel. You only
have to give Mozza, Buckley, Martin &
Rummerger an opportunity and away
they go, no thought for the Vicar sweating away in the garage for the meeting.
Apologies. Just a few to mention and
for once Forthy was not one of them.
For those who like to scrutinise my reports, McLean’s ( holidays), D Liebrandt,
G Loader, Bronwyn Micklem, Roland
Harris ( minor surgery). Apologies if I
have missed you somehow.
Faces in the crowd. How refreshing to
see Bev Driver along to her first Register
meeting with the plumber ,husband
Trevor. I just get the feeling that she was
checking out the warehouse accommodation in preparation for their own register meeting in their own warehouse

than I thought and is used
to seal the air filter housing
with the base plate that is
attached to the carby. I had
assumed that this ring was
between the filter and the
inside of the housing enabling a tighter fit of the filter
but in fact the housing sits
further away from the base
plate by about 3mm, meaning that the Fiat 850 Coupe
filters that fits inside the
MGC housing may need an
extra seal to make it airtight
(not including the filter
which is porous of course).
I think a bit more measuring
is needed to confirm an effective way to seal the filter
inside the housing.
Other points of discussion
were travelling, which of
Pulling the rear suspension apart to replace a misscourse, was simply remiing bush, and no bananas aren’t used!
niscing as neither of us had
done much travelling in the last 12 pins are welded to a shackle-plate that
months. Jim also had fun and games holds the spring to the body but allows
with replacing his hot water service as its movement. When the weld breaks
the rules had changed in regard to its the nuts can’t be unbolted to enable its
position.
More plumbing work was disassembly. The question arises again
needed!
‘where do I get a cheap welder to overBack to MGCs, I related the frustration I
was having removing my rear suspension. When the ‘C’ was restored some
years ago poly-bushes were used instead of rubber ones. The tube that
slides into the two poly-bushes has
seized to the bolt that holds the spring
eye to the body, making it very difficult to
remove. If spraying penetrating oil doesn’t work, I’ll have to grab my grinder and
cut it out!

come this problem?’ I don’t need a
welder very often, but it can be damn
handy when you do need one. I guess
eBay will get a bit of a workout or maybe
I’ll visit Aldi and see what’s on special, I
heard of a person buying a welder there
once.
C ya soon
Ian

At the other end of the spring are shackles that have two threaded pins that
holds one set of bushes each. These
9
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BREAKFAST RUN NEWS
From...John Roach, & David McNabb with Photos
Breakfast Run to Clonlea Reserve
Gawler,
Sunday 25th April 2021

O

ur Club Breakfast Run for April was
unusual in more than one way.

Originally the run had been set down to
visit The Whispering Wall in the
Barossa, however after the exceptionally tragic event occurring there a few
days prior, the sensible decision was
made to move the finish venue to
Clonlea Park in Gawler. Our thanks to
Haydn Reynolds in organising the add
on run sheets to take us from Williamstown to Gawler.
Also the run was held on Anzac Day,
which doesn’t occur often, and neither
does such a glorious autumnal day. So
the formal Anzac Day ceremonies
probably siphoned a few regulars away
but nonetheless there was a good rollup
that included several “firsts” namely;
· new member, Adam Kretschmer was
on his first Club Event in his Iris Blue
MGB. He was keen to ask many questions and was duly given all the right
answers by many members.
· It was a first for Andy (“hello yellow”)
Morgan in the yellow MGC roadster,
which he admits is slightly quicker than
that red Midget we’ve been used to seeing him drive.
John Roach was present in yet another
MGB, this time a 1977 rubber nose in
Tahiti Blue, being a near clone of Kath
and Bill Colclasure’s car which they
have had for 20 years and had shipped
out from England upon their emigration.
· Carol and Paul Grech also provided a
“first” by leaving the MGB home, and
rocking up in their 1962 Hillman Minx,
10

an incredibly original classic, complete
with column shift, and rear venetian
blinds. This car even has the original air
in its tyres!
· Berry Treffers took wrong turn and got
lost. Not like Berry, probably down to
poor directions!
A special mention must be made of
regular Breakfast Runner Terry Cook
who persisted more than most to attend
the Anzac Day Run. Firstly, his MGB
suffered a flat battery when Terry tried to
start it on Sunday morning, so he moved
vehicles around, to finally start the errant car with jumper leads. That was
only part of his drama however, as a
dodgy ignition switch meant Terry
then had to start the car from under the
bonnet. Now, that's perseverance!
So there proved to be a great convoy of
cars driving on a perfect day through the
hills to Clonlea Park where they were
greeted at the finish by a TD looking
rather Anzac-ish with the national flag
draped over the bonnet, and flying Australian and also New Zealand flags. Lest
We Forget.
We started to head home from about
12:30pm and a good run was had by all
in attendance.
We would like to remember here Jim
Hanna who, with his wife Joan were
regular attendees at monthly Club
breakfast runs and also Lunch Runs,
coming in their red BGT. Jim sadly
passed away suddenly on April 10th with
a heart condition.
Our thoughts are with Joan at this time.
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next turn is the full-throttle right-hand
bend on the “Main Straight”. In the TC
Special, the car feels close to its traction limit and I dare not make any sudden moves, particularly as the car has
original TC steering! It would not be a
good place to “lose it” as the fence is
not far to the left.
Before the Northern Hairpin, the TC is
doing about 170 kph (105 mph), so
heavy braking is necessary before going back to 2nd gear. If I am pushing it
very hard and brake very late, the car
often suffers typical TC axle tramp as
the front wheels alternately bounce up
and down. Depending on the severity
of this tramp, the brake can be quickly
released and re-applied. Sometimes
there is no tramp. It is not easy to be
consistent when there is such uncertainty, but I have become used to it.
Being a simple corner, the usual outside/apex/outside line is best.
Once through the hairpin, there is the
full-throttle, long left curve, which
straightens out in time for another
heavy braking effort, back to 2nd gear,
for the right-left-right Esses. For the
first right, I cut from the left side of the
track to the apex, but then I keep the
car to the right at the exit. This sets up
a better line for the rest of the Esses. It
allows a faster outside/apex/outside line
through the last (“Clubhouse”) corner
exit, where it matters most.
Once
again, this results in the fastest possible
run on to the Start/Finish straight and
that benefit continues until turn #1 is
tackled once more.
If you would like to see a few (handicap)
racing laps from inside a TC Special,
Type MkghPiOy27w into YouTube or
Google.

and facilities. This allowed Formula 2
championship races and various V8
Supercar races to be held there before
the Adelaide Street Circuit became their
arena.
Three months after the passing of Clem
Smith at age 90, in 2017, the circuit was
bought by the Peregrine Organisation,
which was developing “The Bend” motorsport facility. Now that the latter is
fully functional, it seems that future big
racing events are unlikely to be held at
Mallala, but fortunately its owners are
ensuring that it remains as a great track
for club level motorsport. (Note: It is
possible that there are some minor inaccuracies in this “History” as there is
variation in details from different
sources.)
By the time Mallala track was re-opened
for motor sport in 1982, I was no longer
competing in the white road-going TC
as I had the supercharged TC Special.
MALLALA IN THE TC SPECIAL:
In a standing start race situation, the run
to the turn #1 right-hander is relatively
short. This means that very little braking is necessary on its first approach. A
bit more braking is needed on flying
laps, during the down-change to 3rd
gear. Full throttle then seems to tuck
the back under, giving good traction.
Immediately after turn 1, I like to get
across a bit to the right, before the turn
2 left-hander. That allows me to cut
across the apex and straightens out the
line through the left-hander, so I get a
faster exit speed. This speed is carried
along the next straight, and sometimes
provides an overtaking opportunity at
turn #3, the “Southern Hairpin”.
There I change from 4th back to 2nd under heavy braking. Unless other cars
are nearby, a wide entry is good, as it
straightens out the corner and allows
higher speed to be maintained. The
31
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THE MALLALA RACE TRACK
by Bob Schapel

M

allala became a venue for MG
Club competition back in the
1960s, and we still use it. It is a fabulous track which fortunately does not
have “engine-breaking” long straights.
However, slowing for three tight corners
from fairly high speed, certainly puts
brakes to the test. Mallala is the venue
where, as an 18-year old, I entered my
first few sprints in the white, road-going
TC. In those days the pits were inside
the circuit and the track was narrower
and rougher.
HISTORY: In 1941 the RAAF set up a
base at Mallala which was used by No 6
Service Flying Training School during
WW2, for pilot training. A search of History in the Mallala Motorsport Park website reveals a photo showing lots of infrastructure and large areas of tarmac, covered with more than 110 aeroplanes. It
was also used by various RAAF Squadrons and the WRE until the Edinburgh
RAAF Base opened in 1954. The Mallala airbase was then wound down and
closed in May 1960.
In 1959 CAMS decided that Port Wakefield circuit was too short, too dusty and
too far from Adelaide for the scheduled
1961 Australian Grand Prix. The Mallala
RAAF site appeared to be a suitable replacement, but was not due to be sold
until 1962, too late for the AGP. With
some “persuasion” by the enthusiastic
Brooklyn Speedway Company (which
had previously set up Port Wakefield
track) the sale was brought forward to
April 1961. Unfortunately the Speedway
Company was outbid by the Mallala Pastoral Company. However, a deal was
soon done where the section of land
needed for the track, was bought from
the new owners, while the rest was divided off for farming.
30

With a lot of quick work, a 3.38 km race
circuit was fashioned, mainly from service roads , because the runways were
grass. A “test” race meeting was held in
August that year, with Bib Stillwell winning the main race in a Cooper Climax.
Two months later, the Australian Grand
Prix was held, and was won by Lex
Davison, also driving a Cooper Climax.
This was the last AGP to be held in
South Australia until Keke Rosberg won
the 1985 Formula 1 AGP at the Adelaide Street Circuit.
In 1964 the Mallala track was shortened
to 2.6 km, bypassing the Northern loop.
I remember Dad telling me that it was
cheaper to shorten the circuit than to
resurface a lot of unserviceable track. I
believe Dad attended meetings regarding Mallala, but I don’t know in what capacity. The track was then host to all
the main South Australian racing events
for several years.
In 1971 the Mallala track was bought by
Keith Williams, who was building Adelaide International Raceway (AIR) and
was owner of Surfers Paradise Circuit.
He soon organised a covenant preventing Mallala from being used for competition, allowing AIR to becoming the unrivalled home of racing in SA. He subsequently sold the Mallala site to a local
farmer. The track was then only used
for testing by Chrysler and Elfin.
In 1977 Clem Smith bought the property
and the Supreme Court declared that
Keith Williams’ covenant was unenforceable. The track was hence reopened for motorcycle racing in 1980
and car racing in 1982, with a “B” licence. It also became a venue for Police Driver Training. The track licence
was upgraded to an “A” licence in 1984
as Clem continued to improve the track

Attendees
David McNabb
MGTD
Leigh & Kaye Richter
MGTD
Chris Hunt
MGA
John Roach
MGB
Berry Treffers
MGB
Ken & Heather Burke
MGB
Norm & Pam Hellings
MGB
Terry Cook
MGB
Adam Kretschmer
MGB
(new member, first run)
Kath & Bill Colclasure
MGB
Roger & Sue Polkinghorne
MGB
Tony & Wanda Freckleton
MGBGT
Andy Morgan
MGC
Haydn & Jeannie Reynolds MGF TF
Paul & Carol Grech HILLMAN MINX
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MGA / MAGNETTE NEWS
From..Sandra Cardnell

LUNCH RUN TO ANGAS PLAINS
WINERY, 11 APRIL 2021

A

n all MGA turnout for the lunch run,
five in all. The November run had
to be cancelled at the last minute, but it
was rescheduled for Sunday 11th. I
think Easter and school holidays (and
Karen Stephenson’s birthday) had an
effect on the numbers – only 9 for lunch.
We met at the Crafers Interchange and
left for Strathalbyn, however, we lost
Arthur R. We eventually caught up outside Mylor. Arthur is having cutting out,
problems but he made it in the end.

I received some light hearted criticism
of my run log. Murray Stephenson prepared it for me and forwarded it as a
PDF. Somehow I prepared the log as
an A4 sheet, but, when I sent it to the
members, it shrank again. Gary Algate
cut his out and gave it to me –a mere 5
cm by 5.5cm – not easy to navigate
with that.
We finally made it to Angas Plains and
had a very tasty lunch. The Pie of the
Day was a popular choice, tender
chunky steak with a red wine gravy,
ordered by five of the nine diners. Also
popular was the homemade apple pie

Some Photographs courtesy of
Dylan Sainsbury Photography
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PETER HALL MEMORIAL 6 HOUR
REGULARITY MAY 2
MALLALA

I

t was great to be able to have the
regularity this year, after it was cancelled last year due to COVID-19. The
MG Car Club entered two teams into the
event – Team 43 had four drivers and
Team MG had six drivers. A very big
thank you to John Davies for all his organisation of the event. Being the organiser, team manager of one team and a
driver is a huge undertaking, which John
executed with great precision. Without
John’s skill, the MG Car Club would not
have been able to enter the two teams.
The day did not start out too well for
Team MG. The scrutineers told Chris
that his harness straps were too narrow
to use without a hans device. Unfortunately, there was no lap-sash seat belt
in the car to use as an alternative. This
resulted in a seat belt being transferred
from Dick’s car to Chris’ car and back
again. Special thanks must go to Jamie
Robinson, a new member, who made a
dash from Mallala to Mount Torrens to
pick up a hans device and helmet for
Chris to use.
A great time was had by all drivers, and
some drivers did a lot better than others
at hitting their nominated lap time, didn’t
they Dick. Dick was very
happy with himself, going
around lap after lap at 1 minute 30 seconds. Unfortunately, he had nominated 1
minute 29 seconds. There
were two younger drivers out
participating on the day –
Alexander and Tyler. Congratulations to both of you for
participating in your first
regularity race, and hopefully
you will be back next year.
Special thanks must also go
to Jason, who trailed Nick’s
28

car home after some mechanical problems that he experienced whilst out on
the track.
A lovely BBQ was shared after the race
– thank you to Dick and Jamie. This
was a great way for all involved to wind
down, and for the drivers to thank the
volunteers. Thank you to all those who
helped out on the day, including Bev,
Faye, Jamie, Berry, Dylan, Laurie,
Tony, Trevor, Dean, Lindsay, Ian, Jamie, Laurie, Trevor, and James.
Results
Team
Name
Team
43

Driver
Jason Edwards

with cream and icecream. We had an
interesting chat with the chef, Judy, on
her menu. Her husband chatted about
the effect of tarriffs on the wine trade.
He is bottling his shiraz as clean skins
and Nick and Gary are on the list for the
release date.

June 2021
We had a very enjoyable drive and an
even more enjoyable lunch. While chatting over lunch, we organized the next
few register meetings – more later.
Thanks to Angas Plains Winery for a
really great lunch.
Sandra A Cardnell, Register Secretary.

O/R
Place
10

Alexander Hick
John Davies
Tyler Edwards

Team
MG

Rob Hall

13

Dick Manning
Nick Phillips
David Whittle

MG ADELAIDE WORKSHOPS
& A.A. Automotive (Adrian Akhurst)

Chris Hunt
Peter Cundy

14 Nightingale Avenue Magil 5072. Tel 08 8364 4988
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VALE. JIM HANNA

T

he Club mourns the passing of stalwart
Jim Hanna, who died suddenly on April
10, just two days from Cecil Kimber’s birthday.
Jim and Joan were regulars on MG breakfast,
and lunch runs, along with Kimber Runs, and
were a familiar sight in their red 1971
MGBGT.

His presence will also be missed by the Dad’s
Army working bees where Doug Marshall can
attest to Jim’s keen, cheery and helpful disposition.
Jim had a lot in common with another Club
identity David McNabb, in that they both emigrated (separately) from Christchurch, New
Zealand in 1979 and both these kiwis had motorsport and sports car backgrounds.
Jim was also a classic bike fan, having raced at the renowned Cust bike circuit in
Canterbury, NZ, and alongside the BGT his stable in Adelaide contained four motorbikes including a dedicated track racer.
David McNabb

Continued over
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Tim Edmonds and Brian Forth as scrutineers.
Thank you to the Sporting Car Club for a
ound one of the Collingrove Chal- great day.
lenge Trophy Series (formerly the
Multiclub Hillclimb) took place at the Results
beautiful Collingrove track, in the picturesque Barossa Valley. It was a cool
Name
Best Time
O/R Placing
morning to start but warmed up during
the day. There were a number of MG Car
38.30
41
Club members competing – Dick Man- Dick Manning
ning in his MG TF, Nick Phillips in his MG
Nick Phillips
38.86
49
B, Tyler Edwards in his MG ZR, John
Davies in his Mitsubishi Lancer EVO and Alexander Hick
39.25
54
Alexander Hick in his Toyota 86. Alexander and Tyler were competing in their first Tyler Edwards
42.45
72
hillclimb event – congratulations to you
both.
John Davies
DNF
Competitors had seven runs up the hill. It
was suggested to Tyler by his father that
a best time somewhere between 40 and
44 seconds would be good for his first
time out. Tyler was very compliant, improving greatly between his first run
(56.35 sec) and his last (42.45 sec).
Alexander was also coached by his father and was instructed not to go faster
than 40 seconds. Alexander initially
obeyed the instructions, with a first lap of
48.98 seconds. However, as the day progressed, Alexander got quicker and
quicker, with his last run only 39.25 seconds. Lindsay, he obviously didn’t listen,
but he looked good. Nice driving by everyone on the day, especially the two first timers.
Unfortunately, John experienced a mechanical failure
on the approach to the first
corner on his first run, so
became an observer for
the rest of the day. A big
thanks to the many club
members who came and
showed support, including
Rob and Julie Hall, Jamie
Robinson, Bev Waters and
Jason Edwards, as well as
26
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HILLCLIMB APRIL 24
COLLINGROVE

JUNE LIBRARY NEWS

th

From..Stephen Marlow

G

reetings!

Laurie’s been good enough to give me a
bit of space after ‘closing time’ so I
could acknowledge an extremely generous donation of books and magazines
from Neville Daniels.
Neville was an active member many
years ago in the T Register etc. and rejoined the club about 12 months ago.
Neville’s been good enough to present
the Club with several boxes of excellent
and interesting material he’s collected
over many years and as I write this, I’m
facing the daunting but rewarding task
of cataloguing it all and getting it ready
to lend out. I haven’t been through it all
yet but I’m sure there are years of fascinating reading there.
So Neville – a big ‘thank you’ from the
Library and the Club!
We also have a newly published updated book ready to go on the shelves,
‘The Complete Book of Classic MG
Cars’ by Ross Alkureishi.

This combines history with a wealth of
information and I’m sure it will prove a
popular addition.
One thing I’ve spoken briefly about at
Club meetings but needs a wider audience – the Club has many books which
are old and valuable, and new and valuable, so it’s worth having them plastic
covered. We have the plastic already so
there’s no cost, but I would like to organise a bit of a ‘working bee’ to help preserve this part of the club’s heritage.
Anyone interested please contact me on
0409 600 557
or stephen@smarlow.com.au
And finally, I’ve had pretty good success
in getting back books that have been out
for an unreasonable length of time but if
you think you may have a volume at
home that you’ve finished with, please
arrange to get it back so others can
share it. Thanks!
Happy reading!!

15
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MGB REGISTER REPORT
From..Nick Philips

A

t the April Monthly General Meeting
I announced that I intended to compete in my Yellow MGB in the Land
Speed races at Lake Gairdner early next
year.

was called streamlining and if it looked
“right” that was good enough, no messing around in wind tunnels because they
were only for aircraft.
`

I thought that the preparation of my
MGB for this event might be of some
interest to other club members, so I’ll
keep people up to date on my progress
in these magazine articles.

Attaining a maximum speed increase of
15% (20MPH) with a 1958-designed
MGB Tourer requires a 50% (48BHP)
increase in engine power output, which
is not easy to achieve with a Naturally
Aspirated 1952-designed MGB engine.

Now, please keep in mind that this could
turn out to be a VERY short series of
articles (just this one) if I’m not able, or
willing, to modify my MGB far enough to
suit the very stringent safety regulations
that the organisers insist on.

I initially expected that the speed I had
to beat to take the class record was
116MPH, which should have been
achievable in my Yellow B, which has
already exceeded that speed “under
controlled conditions” J .

The Dry Lake Racers Association have
requirements that far exceed those of
other racing categories because of the
enormous speed that some vehicles
travel at. The V8 Supercars top a mere
190MPH on Conrod Straight at Bathurst
as a comparison to the 343MPH speed
when Valerie Thomson crashed her
streamlined “motorbike” on the salt flats
when I was at Lake Gairdner in 2018.

After speaking to the DLRA, they tell me
that I should be in the class called Unblown Grand Touring Sports with engine
sizes from 1,500cc - 2,000cc.

You can watch a video of her slide the
vehicle for over a mile on its side at;
https://www.youtube.com /watch?
v=Yl8NDTyeHqg
Valerie Thomson is the world’s fastest
female motorbike racer, she came to SA
from the USA to break a record in her
heavily streamlined machine. Think of a
modern day Burt Munro, for those
that’ve seen the Anthony Hopkins film
The World’s Fastest Indian.
Obviously, an MGB is never going to
reach these sorts of speeds, after all,
when the B was designed the term aerodynamics wasn’t in use. Back then it

This classification is almost a little bit of
a let-down for me because there isn’t
actually a top speed recorded in this
class at all, so if nobody else enters this
class next year and I kept my MGB in
first gear I’d still get the class record.
My goal isn’t so much about breaking a
class record, it’s more about hitting the
highest possible top speed in my MGB.

JASON

TYLER

This event is heavily based on the Bonneville salt lake racing in America, so
the classes and the competitors in Australia are mostly big, “blown” (turbo or
supercharged) V8 engine cars, although
there are plenty of 4-cylinder cars in
modified classes as well.
In the Grand Touring Sports category
the cars must be very similar to the way
the car left the factory, with interior trim
etc., and I won’t be able to make any
16

FAYE
Continued overleaf
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MOTORSPORT REPORTS
From...Michelle Edwards

R

MOTORKHANA APRIL 18
MOUNT GAMBIER

th

to dry up the puddles, his times came
down. Jason was very impressed with
Tyler’s reversing abilities. The fastest
MG on the day was Jason Edwards in
his TD – congratulations. Despite the
age of the car, Jason was very committed to doing his best, even coming fourth
outright on one of the reversing courses.
Very impressive.
Wayne Casey needs to be congratulated
for his commitment to motorsport. He
was at the Murray Bridge Speedway on
Saturday night for a world record attempt for the greatest number of cars
involved in a demolition derby at the
same time. Despite enough cars being
registered for the event, unfortunately
they were four cars short of the 127-car
record. The following morning, Wayne
embarked on the long drive to Mount
Gambier, arriving just in time for the motorkhana. Driving hard, Wayne finished
in fifth place outright, even managing the
fastest time of the day on one of the
courses, before the long drive home.
Thank you to SEAC for a well organised
event.
Results

ound two of the SA Motorkhana
series was hosted by the South
Eastern Automobile Club (SEAC) at the
Mount Gambier Sale Yards. There were
27 competitors in total, on a day that
started with rain but fined up over the
course of the competition. It was great to
see 11 competitors from Adelaide travel
to Mount Gambier to support the local
competition, and there were three very
dedicated MG car club members, and
their support crew, who made the long
drive down to Mount Gambier for the
event.
There were eight different courses, each
attempted twice by the competitors on
the day, including two that had reversing
components. The format of the day was
different to how we run the event at Mallala, with competitors driving two different courses, before going back for a
second attempt at each. But this also
meant you got to watch more of the
competition.
Faye, with her increasing age and declining memory, never fails to impress. She struggled to remember
Name
two courses at the same time, which
showed in the four wrong directions
(WDs) she obtained. This was compounded by the fact that she was the
sixth competitor and was unable to
watch cars go around the course Jason Edwards
before her. With more time watching
the other competitors, Faye was able
to correctly complete all courses on Tyler Edwards
her second attempt. She also hit a
flag, but don’t worry Jason, the car is Faye Edwards
okay.
Tyler, in his first wet motorkhana,
had a slow start, but as the sun started
24

Car

Outright
Placing

Class

Class
Placing

MG TD

7

B

2

MG ZR

11

C

6

MG TD

13

B

3

aerodynamic modifications, I can’t even
apply tape to smooth over the panel
gaps and I’ll even have to re-fit bumper
bars back on it for the event. So if anyone out there has got some spare
bumper bars that they’ll like to lend to
me for a week, they’ll have bragging
rights at the pub that their bumper bars
will have recorded the fastest official
MGB speed in the country.
I’d like to think that my un-streamlined,
soft-top MGB could possibly attain a top
speed of 120MPH (192KPH). I might be
creating too much of an expectation here
but you need to have goals. If I can get
close to this target, I might even doubleenter the car in another class so that I
can modify it on-site by removing the
windscreen and do some other “aero”
tricks to increase my top speed.
This sort of speed in an otherwise fairly
standard looking, road-going car is going
to be all about the engine’s power to
overcome wind resistance and I’m currently a long way off building my planned
engine with enough power yet.
An MGB GT has a theoretically slightly
higher top speed for a given power output due to its better aerodynamics. One
was entered into a Modified class in
2015 and achieved 102MPH.

June 2021
scatter-guard”. This device is fabricated
from ¼” Mild Steel and is secured to the
car’s transmission tunnel or gearbox bell
-housing and if the clutch or flywheel
comes loose or breaks up at 7,500RPM
my feet have a better than even chance
of remaining attached to my legs.
I’ll also have to get a special racing seat
(just for this event), a plumbed-in fire
extinguisher system, special race harness and racing suit, none of which are
cheap.
On my workbench at home I currently
have a suspension crossmember being
assembled with all new parts for Yellow
B. When this is fitted, I have to rebuild
the gearbox for it and then I’ll start thinking about building a new engine.
This Yellow B hasn’t been driven almost
since the time I took it to Darwin and
back nearly a decade ago, so many
components will need to be refurbished.
So much effort and so many resources
will be consumed by this project that it
might be out of my means, but I hope
that I can make this scheme come to
fruition in 2022.
What a way to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the wonderful MGB!

My state of progress at the moment is
that I’m in correspondence with the
DLRA about the suitability of my full,
racing rollcage. I’m hoping that my
existing rollcage will satisfy their regulations, or at least hope that it can be
modified to suit.
Their decision on this point could put
an end to this adventure and to any
future articles on the subject, so I’m
hoping for a positive response from
them.
If my roll cage is accepted, the next
item for my attention will be a “flywheel
17
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TECHNICAL TOPIC - BATTERIES
From..Nick Phillips

I

MGB Tip.

regularly get asked for advice about
selecting the most appropriate 12V
battery to convert an early MGB from
twin 6 Volt starting batteries.
The placement of two 6V batteries behind the seats of an MGB is an ideal solution to enhance weight distribution
across all four wheels. Unless the car’s
originality is important to you, these batteries are now becoming expensive,
making one 12V battery a smart option.
The trick is finding a battery which is
powerful enough, that’s also small
enough to fit into the battery carrier.
It needs to be tall, rather than long and
wide because it’s not going under a low
bonnet like it would in other cars.
Car battery model names are fairly universal across many brands and they represent the dimensions, terminal position
& style and battery rating, which I won’t
go into at this time.

with this lower specification battery, especially in winter when lights, wipers
and heater fans are on. The Repco
branded version is now priced at $159.
For Generator equipped MGBs, and
ones fitted with Alternators, a better option is battery model NS40ZLSXMF
which is rated at 410CCA and 42Ah and
has a similar footprint to the lesser battery but it’s taller at 220mm. The Repco
branded version is currently priced at
$176. For the small difference in price,
every MGB owner should really opt for
the more powerful unit.
Personally, I use an Odyssey brand battery, model PC1200. This battery is
much more powerful at 550CCA and
44Ah. It does however have two disadvantages, it has a different battery terminal style which requires different ends to
be fitted to the battery leads, and also
it’s about three time the price!

For an MGB, you should be looking for NS40ZSMF or NS40ZLSMF because the
terminal position won’t matter in an
MGB, you just rotate the battery 180° in
the carrier to suit the location and length
of your battery leads.
Century Yuasa brand batteries in these
models are rated at 330CCA and 40Ah
with dimensions of 196mmL x 127mmW
x 202mmH, which might need the front
edge of the battery carrier base to be
pushed down a little so the battery will fit
in more comfortably.
This is the minimum rating you should be
using in an MGB and this is only suitable
for cars equipped with an Alternator.
MGBs with Generators might struggle

18
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MID WEEK LUNCH RUN NEWS
From. Rodger Polkinghorne.
Thursday 8 April 2021

T

he April Lunch Run may be the last
we have in the warm weather before
we head into winter. The temperature
was an ideal 31 degrees for sports cars
and the run to Meadows through the
wonderful Adelaide hills was great. A
number of the roads we negotiated were
used by the Adelaide Rally cars two
weeks earlier evidenced by the amount
of rubber on the bitumen.
39 car tragics met at the ‘Top of Taps’
Victoria Hotel in a great selection of cars
for coffee and a briefing of the chosen
route to Meadows. This hotel is very welcoming and a great starting location for
the run east.
The roads were quiet which is normally
the case on weekdays with Clarendon
being the only township we had to slow
down for. This made for some fun driving
with plenty of bends to negotiate and a
few straight stretches.
The 60 kilometre journey took about an
hour and we were welcomed at the
Meadows Hotel for lunch. Most people
settled for a generous main course but I
did observe one couple enjoying rather large creamy
desserts.
Thanks to Garry Chapman for
planning the route and to everyone coming and supporting
the run.

venues can be advised of numbers attending.
LEIG H RICHT ER
0405
699 leighrichter@outlook.com
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Lunch Runners:
Rob & Carolyn Berry
Bill & Kathy Branson
Wes & Chris Bray
Bill & Kath Colclasure
Campbell & Babs Crouch
John Davies
Ian & De Denny
Laurie Foody
Gary Chapman
Mike Greenwood
Pam & Norm Hellings
Chris & Annette Kinney
Graham & Pat Loader
Peter & Janet Lorimer
Stephen Marlow
Daryl & Jenny Pinch
Andrew & Deb Pointon
Rodger Polkinghorne
Trevor & Helen Praite
Neville & Marjorie Pridgeon
Leigh & Kaye Richter
Brian & June Terry

MGF
Subaru
MGZS
MGB
Subaru
GTRXU1
MGA
Porsche
Porsche
MG6
MGB
Honda
MGY
Subaru
MGF/TF
Lexus
Sportage
86
MG3
Ford
MGTD
MGB

BREAKING NEWS
At long last we can now have the Annual Australian
Kimber Run again now that some resemblance of
normality has returned!
Please put Sunday 7th November 2021 down in your
diaries for the 26th running of the above MG event to be
a part of.
Your committee have approved this event which can
now go ahead after a pass last year.
For those members who have been on any of the
special events to remember Cecil Kimber who was the
driving force in getting our marque into the forefront
way back in the 1930’s ( Not a run the Kimba!) to what
we all love today in our special MG Models, this event
tends to bring out the friendships and joy seeing so
many in front and behind you are also enjoying.
This event is specifically for owners and drivers of MG’s
and they do not need to be members of our Club, just
people who enjoy owning and driving MG’s, all models
with the octagonal MG logo on the front bonnet
are eligible.
I would like to see if we can have over 100 MG’s on the
road on Sunday November 7th next it would be great.
More details next month.

Next mid-week lunch run will
be on Thursday May 13 2021.
Everyone is welcome. Please
book with LEIGH RICHTER if
you would like to come so

Mike Greenwood – AAKR Events Coordinator for 2021 &
Life Member.
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ALL NEW

MGHS

Features
Features
• 1.5L turbo engine

alloy wheels
• 17”
1.5L turbo
engine
• MG Pilot safety pack
17” alloy• wheels
Keyless entry system
10.1” colour touch
MG Pilot• safety
pack
screen
Features
with Apple
Keyless entry
system
alloys
• 15”
engine
• 1.5L
CarPlay™
andturbo
Android
alloy wheels
• 17”
colour
touchscreen
10.1” colour
touch
screen
• 8”
AUTO
Pilot safety pack
• MG
Bluetooth®
• with
Apple
Carplay
with Apple
CarPlay™
and
entry system
• Keyless
Adaptive
cruise control
•
Bluetooth
•
Android AUTO
• 10.1” colour touch
Rear parking
sensor
•• 4
Speakerscreen
audio system
• Rear camera
• Bluetooth®
Apple
with frontwith
Yamaha
sound
CarPlay™
and Android
side and
• Front, front
1.5L 119kW Vibe
• Adaptive cruise
control
field
AUTO
full-length
curtain
driveaway
Bluetooth®
7 - From
Speed Auto
•control
airbags
• Cruise
∞
• Rear
parking
sensor
From
driveaway
cruise control
• Adaptive
LED headlights
•• Rear
parking
sensor
247 North East Road
• Rear parking sensor
CONTACT
• Rear camera
Rear
camera
•
• Rear camera
Hampstead Gardens
Front,
frontAssist
side and
Lee Treacher South Australia 5086
Brake
• Emergency
• Front, front
side• and
full-length curtain
From
driveaway
LED DRL’s
•
Sales
Manager
Ph.:MG
8266
5999
full-length
curtain
airbags
$30,990 is the driveaway price for MY20
HS Vibe
model excluding metallic paint (RRP $500).
Available at participating
MG airbags
dealers
Hillavailable
launch
assist
• Not
headlights
for new stock vehicles purchased and delivered between 1 February 2020 and 31 March 2020. While stock lasts.
fleet,
• toLED
Fax:
(08)MG
8266
5222
government or rental buyers, or with
other offers.
Australia
reserves the right to change
or
extend
these
offers.^!Warranty
&
• LED headlights
• Tartan
roadside assistance T&Cs at www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty. Not available to fleet, gov’t, rental, hire car or chauffeur
buyers.cloth trim

From

$30,990

•
•
•
•
•

driveaway*
$30,990
$15,990

$30,990

Mobile: 0413 392 361

∞$15,990 is the driveaway price for MG3 Auto Core model (with no added options). ∞ Available at participating MG dealers. Ends 31/12/18. While stocks
last. Not available to fleet, government or rental buyers, or with other offers. ^7 year factory warranty & !7 year roadside assistance T&C’s at
www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty. Not available to fleet, gov’t, rental, hire car or chauffeur buyers. MG Motor Australia reserves the right to change or extend
these offers.
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THE NEW

MG3

AUTO
Features
• 15” alloys

From

• 8” colour touchscreen

15” alloys with Apple Carplay
8” colour •touchscreen
Bluetooth
15” alloys
•Speaker
audio system
with Apple• 4Carplay
colour
touchscreen
with
Yamaha
sound
• 8” front
• Bluetooth field
with Apple Carplay
Cruise
control
• Bluetooth
• 4∞Speaker• audio
system with
From
driveaway
parking sensor
• Rear
4
Speaker
audio system
•
front Yamaha sound field
• Rear
withcamera
front Yamaha sound
• Cruise control
Brake Assist
• Emergency
field
DRL’s
• LED
control
• Cruise
MG3
1.5L
NSE
Core
82kW
∞ parking
•
Rear
sensor
From
driveaway
launch
assistsensor
• Hill
parking
• Rear
7 year unlimited KM warranty
• Rear camera
trim
• Tartan
camera
• Rearcloth
•
Emergency
Brake
Assist
Emergency
Brake Assist
247
North
East
Road
•
CONTACT
Hampstead Gardens
• LED DRL’s
•
LED
DRL’s
Lee Treacher
$15,990 is the driveaway price for MG3 Auto Core model (with no added options). Available at participating MG dealers. Ends 31/12/18. While stocks
South Australia 5086
• Hill launch assist
last. Not available to fleet, government or rental buyers, or with other offers. ^7 year factory warranty & !7 year roadside assistance T&C’s at
Hill
launch
assist
Sales Manager
www.mgmotor.com.au/warranty. Not available to fleet, gov’t, rental, hire car•
or chauffeur
buyers.
MG Motor Australia
reserves the right to change or extend
cloth trim
Ph.: 8266 5999
• Tartan
these offers.
•
Tartan
cloth
trim
Fax: (08) 8266 5222

$15,990
$17,490

•
•

$15,990

driveaway*

∞

∞

Mobile: 0413 392 361
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